
  

Origin of Gamma Background

The gamma background doesn’t seem to decrease when the beam is “off”
Contrary to what we have assumed so far: The main source of the gamma 
Background is beam-related (511 keV gamma)



  

Origin of gamma background
I investigate if the PMT’s of the outer most part of the detector, the muon veto, 
correlates with the beam.



  

Origin of gamma background

This plots shows  the degree of 
correlation between beam power 
and the rates in the muon veto 
PMTs.

PMTs 0,1,9,10 and pmt_new 
seems to be in bad condition.

 We do observe the expected correlation
Between the beam the the PMTs (the ones 
that are in good condition)

Panels’ Rate



  

Cut acceptances
To identify the neutron candidates two cuts are applied:

●  PSD cuts
● Muon Veto cuts

Cut definition:
6Sigma band < PSD < 0.35.

 Acceptance 

PSD Cut

Percentage of the neutron distribution lost
With the cut.



  

PSD cut acceptance 

Total Acceptance 



  

Muon Veto Cut

Cut Definition: 
This cut consist in removing 10 
us after a muon veto event and 
200 ns before.

Acceptance
To calculate the acceptance  we 
need to estimate how many 
events not correlated with the 
muon veto activity are being 
removed. 

To do that we can count the 
number of events in a 10 us 
window not correlated with the 
muon veto signal. I did so, by 
taking a window of ~10 us before 
the muon veto event and within 
the 20 us coincidence widnow



  

Total acceptance



  

Time from beam spill



  

Prompt neutrons
Prompt neutron spectra, defining prompt neutrons from 0-1000 ns from beam 
spill. In addition I have subtracted the background (accordingly normalized), I 
have defined the background spectrum as the neutron from 4000 ns - 8000 ns 
from beam spill. 
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